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1. Introduction 
The Miller algorithm, a computational scheme based on the use of difference equations, is 
now considered the method of choice for the computation of many significant mathematical 
quantities occurring in engineering and physics, see the book [4] and the many references given 
there. 
Certain processes in analysis lead naturally to difference equations of infinite order, and we 
have discovered that an analog of the Miller algorithm may be fruitfully applied to such 
problems. 
However, the questions of convergence become much more difficult, primarily because no 
concept such as a fundamental set of solutions seems to have been developed for such equations, 
nor, in any given problem, does there seem to be a way of characterizing the growth properties of 
the various solutions of the equation. (For the Miller algorithm, these two concepts are crucial in 
analyzing convergence.) However, one idea can be extended to difference equations of infinite 
order, namely, the concept of the adjoint equation, and this turns out to be very useful, allowing 
us to obtain results (admittedly, only partial) concerning questions of convergence. 
For the present, the most complete information we have is for algorithms for the computation 
of Laplace-type integrals. 
In this paper, small boldface letters are infinite sequences, e.g., x = { AY~}:=~. Always X, is the 
ith component of x, and X, denotes the ith component of any vector, 
x= [X0, xi )...) XNIT. 
If g(z) is represented by a formal power series, then g, is the kth coefficient, i.e., 
g(z) = f g,zk. 
k=O 
Empty sums are to be given the value 0, empty products 1. 
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A bar under a figure in a decimal indicates the first digit in error. 
For the special functions in this work, we use the notation of the Erdelyi volumes [l]. 
2. The algorithm for Laplace-type integrals 
We wish to investigate the computation of Stieltjes moment integrals of the type 
J 
‘Jo 
a, = t” eepct) dt, n=O, 1,2... . 
0 
(24 
We will temporarily assume P(t) is entire, with tNeeP(‘) = O(l), t --j 00, for all N, and 
P(t) = f Pktk. (2.2) 
k=l 
An integration by parts shows a,, satisfies 
% = & c ck + l)Pk+Iun+k+l* 
k 0 
(2.3) 
This may be interpreted as a difference equation of infinite order, to which we will apply an 
analog of the Miller algorithm. 
Let N be an integer > 1 and define 
,,N= 0, 
i 
n > N, 
n 
1, n=N; 
anN, n=O, 1,2 ,..., N - 1, is then computed from the equation (2.3), i.e., 
N-n-l 
‘J,N= (n;1) kgo (k+l)Pk+,a,N,k+,, n=N-1, N-2,...,0. 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
Since a,N is chosen, arbitrarily, to be 1, one would hardly execpt the quantities u,” to 
approximate the a,. They need to be normalized. 
A convenient normalization relation is found formally from 
J 0 m e-‘(‘)P’(t) dt= E (k+l)Pk+,~Ztk eeP(‘)dt k=O 
= E (k + l)Pk+lok= -e-p’r)l~ =1. (2 4 
k=O 
Thus, since the equations are linear, we may force the sum of the OF to have the correct value by 
defining 
4 k=O,l,..., N, 
CC:= 5 (k+l)P,+,Cr;’ (2.7) 
k=O 
0, k>N. 
Now 
f (k+l)P,+,c,N=l, 
k=O 
and, further, cf satisfies (2.3). 
(2.8) 
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Table 1 
approx. on = c,” 
0.59634 73623 23194 
0.26596 53850 32409 Accurate to 
0.19356 06502 77724 all places 
0.18056 28834 93932 
0.19751 76119 37412 
We say the algorithm converges if 
l!m cf = (Jo = J”I” e-‘(‘) dt. 
N-CC 0 
(2.9) 
For Pk given, the algorithm is elegant and very easy to program. 
We will delay a study of convergence to the following section. Meanwhile, we give some 
examples to show how the algorithm works. 
Example 2.1. Compute 
J 
M 
0” = e t” e-“‘dt, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
0 
Note ‘explicit’ check values can be found from 
u,, = e J Im(ln u)” eeU$ = e$/twz8-1 e-’ du 1 azO 
=e 
cc (-1)” S,,, + ( -l)n+l C ___ 
,$=I S!Sn+l ’ 
(2.11) 
where S,, are the well-tabulated coefficients in the series 
T(z + 1) = 1 + S,z + s*z2 + . - . . (2.12) 
Taking N = 40 in (2.4), (2.9, (2.7) provides Table 1. The same level of significance is maintained 
through a,,, as seems to be typical of the Miller algorithm when it is successful. What makes the 
method so satisfactory here is that numerical quadrature schemes to compute a,, become 
numerically hazardous with increasing n. 
Example 2.2. Compute the modified Bessel function K,(x), x > 0. 
We make a trivial modification of the previous algorithm, and use 
K,(x) =/,m e-Xcosh’dt, (2.13) 
with 
00 
a, = e -xcosh f t2n dt. 
Then a0 = K,(x) and a normalization is furnished by 
fKl,2(x) =E e-x=lm e-XcoShfcosh it dt 
00 
= 
J 
e 
-xcosh t E (:dZk dt = f’ 'k 
0 k=O (2k)! k=O 22k(2k)! * 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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Table 2 
Approximations of K,(x) 
N x=1 x=2 x = 4.5 
8 0.42102 42046 86283 0.03473 95046 70305 0.00639 98572 30455 
12 0.42102 44382 00743 0.03473 95043 86388 0.00639 98572 43238 
16 0.42102 44382 31208 0.03473 95043 86279 0.00639 98572 43234 
20 0.42102 44382 40742 0.03473 95043 86279 0.00639 98572 43234 
24 0.42102 44382 40708 0.03473 95043 86279 0.00639 98572 43234 
Integration by parts of (2.13) gives the difference equation of infinite order 
a, = 
x f ‘k+n+l 
(2n + 1) kzO (2k + l)! . 
(2.16) 
As in the previous example, this equation provides the basis of the desired algorithm. 
Table 2 shows approximate values of K,(X) for a range of values of N and x. 
The precision of these results is surprising. Obviously, the accuracy increases with increasing 
x, but even for x rather small is still good. 
3. The adjoint algorithm 
It is known that for the finite Miller algorithm, the adjoint difference equation may be used to 
substantially reduce computational effort (see [4, p.3lff.l). For second order difference equations, 
the result is expressed as follows. Let y, satisfy 
Y?I + aPly,+ + &J&+2 = 0, n=0,1,2 )...) b,,#O. (3.1) 
Define 
a~_ 0, n=N+l, 
n - 1 1, n=N; 
anN + a,pnN+, + b,,anN+, = 0, n=N-1, N-2 ,..., 0. (3.3) 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem (duality theorem). u,N satisfies 
b~u,Nta~+,u,N+‘+~,N+~=O, O<N=n, n+l, n-t2 ,..., 
with the initial conditions 
(3.4) 
an = 1 n ) ,;+I zz -a,. (3.5) 
What makes this result so useful is that it allows us to compute o,“, for example, for 
N = 0, 1, 2,. . . , without having to compute the whole sequence uO”, N (J, N ,..., ON. 
A similar result holds for the application of the Miller algorithm to difference equations of 
arbitrary (finite) order, so it might be expected that an analogous scheme could be obtained for 
the computation of the previous sections. This turns out to be the case. However, the adjoint 
algorithm now assumes a life of its own, and can be formulated with great generality. 
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To derive the algorithm, let (Y, X, T be positive sequences. We consider (Y to be fixed 
nonnegative with (Y,, > 0; A and T may vary. 
Let N be an integer z 0 and A4 denote the (N + 1) x (N + 1) upper Hessenberg matrix 
a0 a1 012 . . . (YN-1 TN 
-x0 a0 a1 . . . aN-2 ‘N-1 
0 -A, a0 a1 . . . 
M=M(N,X,T):= 0 0 
-b-2 a0 71 
0 0 0 -A N-l 70 _ 
(When N = 0, we put M = TV). Also let 
E:= 11, o,..., OIT (an N + 1 vector). 
d(N, h, 7) := Det M(N, A, 7). 
For any sequence z, let zCk) = (zk, zk+r,. . .) be the kth shift of z. 
Now define the sequence y recursively by 
/Yo@) := 1, 
i 
xkyk+*(x) := i y;(x)(Yk_i, k = 0, 1, 2 )... . 
i=O 
Lemma 1. For alIN> 0, 
i=O 
where 
(3.6) 
(3-7) 
(3 4 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Proof. Multiply the first row of the determinant by yo, the second by Y,, etc. Then add the first 
row to the second, the new second row to the third, etc. On using (3.9) we get an upper triangular 
determinant 
XOYI 
0 %Y* 
d= ’ 0 0 . . 
YO’Yl “‘YN _ . ’ x 
3 
N-IYN 
0 0 0 KN_ 
K,= ~ ‘N-jyj. 
j=O 
and this gives the lemma. q 
(3.12) 
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Lemma 2. The linear system 
MX= E, 
has an unique solution X = X( N, A, T) and its kth component is given by 
(3.13) 
x 
k 
= Ak_ld( N - k - 1, hck+‘), T) 
d(N, A, T) 
, k=O, 1, 2 ,..., N-l; 
(3.14) 
X,=A,_,. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, d > 0, so the above results immediately by the use of Cramer’s rule. •I 
It will be useful to write out the system (3.14) explicitly. It is 
--A N-lXN-I + 7()x, = 0, 
-A &J&L2 + cqJ,_, + TIX, = 0, 
-x,x, + “ox, + Cllx3 + . * ’ +‘yN-3 X N-l + TN-1 x -0, N - 
-h,,Xo+~,-,X,+~,X~+ 0.. +~N_~XN-~+TN-~XN=O, 
cy,xo+a,x~ +a,x*+ .** +a,_,X,_, +TNXN=l. 
Theorem 3.1. 
N-k-l 
c L;(ii(k+l))~N-k_J_l 
Xk(iv, A, 7) = j=O N , k=O,l,..., N-l. 
Proof. Trivial, q 
Corollary 1. 
Xk(N, A, a)= yN;k;A;I? k=O, l,..., N-l. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
The connection with the algorithm of Section 2 is given by: 
Corollary 2. Let Xj:=j+ 1, aj:=(j+ l)P,+l. Then 
X,(N, A, 01)=c;, k=O,l,..., N-l. (3.18) 
Proof. The identification, under the given conditions, of the system (3.15) with that of Section 2 
is immediate. 0 
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Now let ZY denote the algebra of formal power series with complex coefficients, 
cc 
k=O 
Define the linear operator 2 : 274 9“ by 
*[g(z)1 = I? &Aczk~ 
k=O 
Theorem 3.2. For each Y = 1, 2, 3,. . . , the operator equation 
Z[f(z)] =zf(z)a(z) +A,_$-*, (Y(z)= E (YkZk E 2 
k=O 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
has a unique solution 
f(r) = E fk(‘)Zk E2 
k=O 
with 
fd” =fi”’ = . . . =fJ+O fJL’l= 1 , . (3.22) 
The equation 
Nf(4) = (1 +zfm+L 
has a unique solution f(‘)(z) E 3 with fd”’ = 1. 
Further, 
f,r)=_yk+l_r(X(r)), r=O, 1, 2 ,... . 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
Proof. The result follows by taking (formal) Cauchy products on the right of (3.21) and (3.23) 
and using the definition of equality in ZJ”. q 
We can now state a convergence result for the special case 7 = (Y which connects the algorithm 
defined by (3.9) to (3.16). 
Theorem 3.3. Let C~zof~o)tk converge for t real, 0 < t < to, (to > 0), and diverge for t = to (to may 
be CCJ). 
Then 
. _yN+( P+l)) 
fi YN+I(V 
= lim f’r+l’(t) 
t-f0 f’@(t) ’ 
provided the former limit exists. 
(3.25) 
Proof. The algorithm is actually a case of Valiron-Bore1 summability, and follows from a result 
given by Polya and Szegii [3, Vol.1, Section 31. (Note fir) > 0.) •I 
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In the case of the algorithm of Section 1, we have A, =j + 1, (Y, = (j + l)P,+,, so a(z) = P’(z) 
and 
2[g(z)] = z g,(k + l)zk = D f gkZk+t = D(zg), 
k=O k=O 
D being the (formal) derivative operator on .Z’“. 
Let us now compute f(‘)(z). For r > 1, the equation to be solved is 
f’ +f[l/z - P’] = rzre2, 
or 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
f= z-1 ep(z) [/ ‘,.fr-t e-p(t) dt + M . 0 1 
If f is to belong to Z?‘, then M = 0. Thus 
(3.28) 
f(r)(z) = rz-l ep(z) 
J 
‘tr-1 e-p(f) dt. 
0 
For f(O) we find, similarly, that 
fKyz) =z-l eP’Z’[M+ 1 -e-P(q. 
Since P(0) = 0, f(‘)(z) E 2.7 requires M = 0. Thus 
fW( z) = z-1 ePW[l - e-PW]. 
First, assume that P is entire. Then so is f(“)(z), and t, = co. 
Applying (3.25) and the above ((3.29), (3.31)) gives: 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
Theorem 3.4. 
lim ct = 
J 
St” e-p(0 dt 
> 
N-00 0 
provided the former exists. 
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